Color - Coded
Prayerbook
Devised by Rabbi
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Religious books like the
Bible and scholarly works
h a v e traditionally been
printed in the manner to
which everyone is accustomed. Page after page of
type with footnotes or indices
taking up a good portion of
each sheet has long seemed
acceptable.
Now, within a year, a book
is expected to come out
which will change not only
the basic nature of such
books but also indicate
sources by color code.
Rabbi Jacob Freedman of
68 Calhoun St., Springfield
has already produced such a
book which he calls " a
sample." A larger book is
planned for which "90 per
cent of the research is
completed," he said.
T h e book called a
"polychrome h i s t o r i c a l
prayerbook" in Hebrew will
be titled "Siddur Bays
Yosef" in remembrance of
R a b b i Freedman's late
father, the Rev. Joseph
Freedman.
From the color of the print
readers can determine the
h i s t o r i c a l period during
which the prayer or section
of the prayer was written.
Color" blocks to the fight
and left of the prayer show
when the prayer became part
of the Jewish service. In
English along with the block
color code appear the abbreviations of the references.
For an example the color
key for the entire book is:
black denotes a Biblical
soure or era; red denotes
the Talmudic Period to 650
C.E. (Christean Era); green,
Geonic Period, 650-1075;
brown, Middle Ages, 11001500; purple, pre-modern,
1500-1800: dark blue, modern

era. 1800-1900, and light blue,
contemporary, 1900-1970.
The footnotes have the
same codeIn March, Rabbi Freedman
received an honorary doctorate degree from the
Jewish Theological Seminary
of America in New Yew
York, N.Y. He said the
seminary recognized him at
that time as the originator
of the color colde process.
The code's benefits are
many, he said. A reader
gains the historical perspective of the prayer, not
only an understanding of
what the person was undergoing when he wrote it,
but also why Jews might
have included it in a service
or in their prayers.
In another instance, a
contemporary work might
have its base or words taken
from the Bible or that era.
References through the color
code show the reader that
these ideas were phrased in
a like manner centuries ago.
Rabbi Freedman said the
coding can help persons ail
the way from elementary
grades through the seminary.
He said the English footnotes
are there so Christian
scholars can use the book
and note his references.
One example is the Zohar,
a prayer said just before
taking the Holy Scrolls from
the Ark. The color for the
entire prayer except for four
Hebrew symbols is the same.
The four, Aramaic for the
idea of truth, show a Biblical |
reference.
Rabbi Freedman said this
is an example of how interwoven some of the
prayers are.
He has been a rabbi for
42 y e a r s , s e r v i n g
congregations in Chelsea,
Fall River, Pittsfield and
Long Beach, Calif.

